
Multi-city Working Group 
June 22, 2021

RICAPS technical assistance is available through the San Mateo County Energy Watch program, which is 
funded by California utility customers, administered by Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) under 
the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission and with matching funds provided by C/CAG 

and additional funding provided by Peninsula Clean Energy. 



Agenda

• Announcements
• Theme: Collaboration

– Cross-sector collaboration
– Next stage of local climate planning
– A collaboration framework for local 

climate+ planning
• Discussion



RICAPS City Check-In Meetings

• Climate action plan implementation priorities for 2021
• Tapping in to coordinated support for municipal facilities 
• Program Matching for project financing + technical support

Fill in this Doodle poll to schedule your meeting now! 

With Susan, Denise, and Alexandria

https://doodle.com/poll/ac9i88a34ekams68


Fugitive Emissions Memo
Feedback Due June 30

Please send comments to Blake Herrschaft Blake.Herrschaft@dnv.com
with a cc to Susan Wright swright@smcgov.org

mailto:Blake.Herrschaft@dnv.com
mailto:swright@smcgov.org


Reflection Question

What could be newly possible in our work 

if we focused more on relationships and networks rather 

than solely on GHG accounting and technologies?



Thrive Empowers Nonprofits to 
unite their voice & influence, 
build their capacity, and form 

cross-sector partnerships 



Thrive Programs 

Nonprofit Building 
Capacity 

Policy & Advocacy Cross-sector 
Collaboration 



Thrive Special Initiatives  

Peer Learning Series 

Civic Participation County Contracting COVID-19 Community 
Action Team

Environment & 
Sustainability Strategic Alliances

Thrive Nonprofit 
Strategic Alliances 

Initiative



Environment & Sustainability 
Thrive Action Group (TAG)



Thrive Environment & Sustainability

Mission: 
Convene cross-sector environment & sustainability (E&S) 
leaders to address real-time conservation challenges & 
solutions through a lens of equity

Vision: 
Identify actions to boldly lower County-wide ecological 
footprint by harnessing the group’s wisdom & power

Action:
Monthly meetings, online hub, & impact groups



Thrive Environment & Sustainability:
Building Community Since Feb 2018  

32 monthly meetings to date
Discuss: challenges & solutions through equity lens

Speakers: 100+ sustainability leaders in SMC

Attendees: 250+ orgs, 1250+ attendees

Cross-Sector & 
Cross-Discipline



Collective Impact in Action



Collective Impact in Action:
2020 Reduce & Rethink Single-Use Plastics
A cross-sector community-led impact group  formed 
to address these questions: 

• What are the volumes & impacts of the most 
pervasive single-use plastics? 

• How could they be replaced? 

Community Involvement:
• 16 research team members & 14 expert advisors from 

nonprofits, government, youth, and more - all volunteers



Collective Impact in Action:
2020 Reduce & Rethink Single-Use Plastics

Final Report:

• 95 pages & 177 citations

• Key Points

• 75% SMC single-use plastic waste is not 
recyclable

• 87% is dumped near Half Moon Bay
• 500 tons end up in the Pacific Ocean & SF Bay
• costs us $500 million is the total annual cost
• Innovative plastic reduction solutions



Thrive Environment & Sustainability:
2020 Reduce & Rethink Single-Use Plastics

• Circular SMC grew out of this research and 
became its own organization, which is now 
Reusable San Mateo County

• “Reusable San Mateo County is building a 
coalition of businesses, organizations, and 
community members who are working to 
reduce plastic pollution in our county to 
safeguard our public health, communities, and 
environment.”

• Thrive is a partner



Thrive Environment & Sustainability:
Collective Impact Unified Goals & Action

1. Align organizations with common 
agendas

2. Define measurable goals
3. Coordinate investments & actions
4. Centralized communications & 

administration



Thrive’s Reach Beyond the 
Sustainability Community



Thrive’s Equity Focused Outreach

• Trusted messenger, communicator, and 
connector to nonprofits

• Liaison between SMC government and 
nonprofits 

• Census outreach

• Voter engagement & outreach

• COVID-19 education



Peninsula Clean Energy Engagement

• Engaging Thrive’s broader 
community with PCE information 
and program updates

• Sharing E&S opportunities with 
other focus areas through Policy & 
Advocacy communications & 
general communications  



2020 Sustainable Food for People, Planet, and 
Profits: How Innovation is Making the Food Business More 
Environmentally Friendly
• Co-Led meeting with Social Impact Advisory Group (SIAG)
• 4 sustainable food businesses: Full Harvest, Impossible 

Foods, Ouroboros Farms, and Plenty Inc.
• Innovative solutions included:

• Low-impact, plant-based meat 
• Food recovery 
• Urban farms 

2019 Transportation Solutions for Nonprofit Workers
• Commute.org, Transform
• Featured 4 sustainable food focused businesses: Full 

Harvest, Impossible Foods, Ouroboros Farms, and Plenty Inc.



South Coast Water Meeting
• Over 70 in attendance
• Hosted by Sustainable Pescadero
• Included pre-meeting survey to the community
• First E&S meeting to include translation live 

during the meeting
• Speakers discussed challenges and potential 

solutions
• Included Supervisor Don Horsley in the 

conversation
• Increased awareness and attention to the 

problem
• Potential for more collaboration in this issue 

across the county



Opportunities & Next Steps



How to increase involvement of CBOs 
while staying focused on equity?

• Supporting CBOs whenever possible, especially BIPOC-led 
organizations and organizations focused on 
environmental justice

• Being invited as well as inviting others, intentionally 
assuring that communities affected are part of the 
decision-making process

• Creating actionable steps from monthly meetings and 
supporting the follow through



How do we continue to create 
conversations and action cross-sector? 

• Broaden our scope and reach to get more organizations 
without an E&S focus involved in sustainability goals

• Setting collective goals

• Connecting advocacy efforts with E&S initiatives



Petra Silton
Director of Advocacy & Education

petra@thrivealliance.org

mailto:petra@thrivealliance.org




A LIVE CONVERSATION

● Recognizing changing context
● Continuously evolving the practice
● Expression in time - dynamic, not static
● Iterative conversations - join us!



What are your pain points?



OUR INVITATION: EXPLORE WITH US...

● What have we learned from a decade plus of local climate 
planning and implementation? 

● What do we know? What do we not know?
● What is data in service to?
● What’s needed? Course correction, letting go, carrying, forward, 

and building new.
● Who have we been engaging, and who will be needed for the 

work ahead?
● Adaptive capacity, new governance models, skills, knowledge, 

tools needed going forward



First generation CAPs

Mayoral commitments

Lack of federal leadership

ARRA funded energy plans

What’s next?

COVID Recovery

Social justice 

Economic equity

Adaptation & resilience



LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT PRACTICE

1. Focusing on effects, rather than on causes
2. Taking siloed, technology-oriented approaches
3. Inadequate governance structures and equitable 

community partnerships
4. Limited practice of learning from our collective 

experience and course correcting.



FOCUSING ON EFFECTS, RATHER THAN CAUSES

● The root causes of most local GHG emissions are embedded in 
systems that are larger than an individual jurisdiction.

● Local governments increasingly acknowledge that they cannot 
achieve their GHG goals by using their own authorities alone,

● At a programmatic level, getting cities out of frequent GHG 
inventory work frees up staff time for more consequential activities

● Local governments are uniquely positioned to foster social 
cohesion and strengthen democratic institutions that are essential 
to addressing the extractive systems that are the root causes of 
climate change, not just the end GHG emissions. 



TAKING TECHNOCRATIC AND SILOED APPROACHES

● The major barriers to climate action are political and socio-cultural, but 
current practice emphasizes technical analysis and solutions, positions 
GHG inventories as foundational, and centers the work around GHG 
reductions.

● Working against a baseline inventory has led cities to work incrementally 
and in technical silos.

● Climate efforts have often been siloed exercises that are rarely integrated 
with existing strategies and often lack contextualization with mayoral and 
community priorities such as jobs, affordability, and housing.

● The communities and professional fields involved to date are relatively 
homogeneous, making it more difficult to achieve widespread action.



INADEQUATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES AND 
EQUITABLE COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

● Practitioners express a growing determination to center climate work 
around people and equity but are wrestling with what this looks like in 
practice.

LIMITED PRACTICE OF LEARNING FROM OUR 
COLLECTIVE EXPERIENCE AND COURSE CORRECTING

● The field of local government climate work has not yet established a 
practice and mechanism for collective learning from experience and 
course correction.



Limitations of MTCO2e

• What is 1 MTCO2e?

• Cannot be directly managed

• Abstracts the problem

• Puts onus on climate staff, not all staff

• Doesn’t show systemic solutions, co-benefits

• Limits opportunities for impact



Currently used to 
calculating MTCO2e

More meaningful for 
implementation

Modeled total annual VMT
(100% of in-boundary + 50% of 
origin/destination)

Modeled average daily VMT 
per resident, or per in-bound 
commuter 
(in the same VMT data or google)

County level average MPG EV registrations 
(available from DMV)

Total nonresidential kWh 
(missing data for privacy)

Businesses using 100% clean
electricity (from CCA)

Residential therms Electrified, efficient, healthy 
homes (not tracked)



From Attribution…



From Attribution… to Contribution



WHAT IS IT TIME FOR?

FROM... TO...
focusing singularly on GHGs centering people and equity

reporting top-line GHG numbers reporting leading indicators and activity metrics

individual jurisdiction GHG inventories and plans regional or metro-scale data and action

costly, time-consuming bespoke inventories utilizing new tools that simplify the process 
to get to a first-order inventory

responsibility held by disparate, 
individual local governments

state and federal support for climate services 
and capacity building programs

frameworks originally designed for 
national and international policy

ones designed to support local processes, 
regional activation, and opportunities for new 
governance models to address climate change



Michael Armstrong, City Scale 
Derik Broekhoff, 
Stockholm Environment Institute 
Katherine Gajewski, City Scale 
Miya Kitahara, StopWaste 
Michael McCormick, Farallon Strategies 
Sarah McKinstry-Wu, 
Urban Sustainability Directors Network 
Ariella Maron, City Scale 
Hoi-Fei Mok, PhD, climate equity specialist 
Tracy Morgenstern, 
Urban Sustainability Directors Network 
Michael Steinhoff, 
Kim Lundgren Associates 
Brian Swett, formerly City of Boston

!
miya@stopwaste.org



Connected to Place Cities, Counties 
and Regions 

A Framework for Local Climate+ 
Planning and the Role of 

Collaboratives

Matt Biggar, Ph.D., Connected to Place
www.connectedtoplace.com

June 22, 2021
San Mateo County RICAPS

http://www.connectedtoplace.com/








We must change systems that shape how we live.

These changes are best catalyzed at the local level.



A Focus on Place (Context) and 
Happiness (Motivation) for Local 

Climate+ Planning

Personal, Community and  Environmental Well-Being

Climate Mitigation and Resilience





It is fortunate that the lifestyle we 
must somehow forge for ourselves 

may be enjoyable to live in.

Raymond DeYoung, University of Michigan



Connected to Place Cities, 
Counties and Regions

Local Systems at Regional, County and City Levels

Climate Planning = Making Great Places to Live

Inclusive, Resilient Places with Strong Economies

Ten Elements















Consumer Purchases: material goods can be 
purchased locally, shared and treasured with minimal 

waste.



Work: local businesses, products and services are abundant.
Everyone can live in the community in which they work.







Travel: workplaces minimize business trips and regional 
destinations are the norm for most vacations.



Breaking Down Silos to 
Catalyze Local Change

Changing Local Systems and Human Behavior Requires 
Strategic, Place-Based Collaboratives



Silos

Burlingame (31,000 residents): 20 Departments

San Mateo County: 31 Departments

San Francisco City and County: 144 Departments

Oklahoma City: 21 Departments

Oklahoma County: 20 Departments

Within and Across All Sectors



Partnerships Networks Collaboratives

Action Learning Action + Learning

Formal (MOUs, etc.) Informal Formal + Informal

Small # of stakeholders 
(5 or less)

Large # of stakeholders 
(25 or more)

Medium # of stakeholders 
(10-20)

Centralized Decentralized, Diffuse Strategic Alignment
Connected Hubs

Often Single Sector Often Single Sector Cross-Sector



Essential Conditions for Collaborative Success

Common Agenda

Measurement and Evaluation

Membership and Governance

Alignment and Action

Stakeholder Engagement

Backbone Support



Examples of Place-Based Collaboratives



Integrated Network of Support

Network of City-Based Collaboratives

Network of Topic-Based Collaboratives across the County

A Hybrid of Regional, County and City collaboratives



www.connectedtoplace.com

Local Climate+ Planning

❏ that focuses on place;
❏ connects us to nature, community and each 

other in our daily lives;
❏ and breaks down silos

will foster personal, community and 
environmental well-being; help alleviate climate 
and our interrelated crises; and build resilience 

and strong local economies..

http://www.connected/


Next Webinar – Tuesday, July 27 1:30-3pm 



Thank you! Let’s stay in touch…
John Allan, jallan@smcgov.org (inventories, stormwater)

Alexandria Gallizioli, agallizioli@smcgov.org (municipal, special district, and school facilities; 
small businesses)

Denise Lin, dlin@smcgov.org (residential, reach codes, trainings, EVs)

Susan Wright, swright@smcgov.org (climate action planning, collaboration on CAP 
implementation, electrification strategy)

mailto:jallan@smcgov.org
mailto:agallizioli@smcgov.org
mailto:dlin@smcgov.org
mailto:swright@smcgov.org
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